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MOBILE SERVICE
UNIT CAPABILITIES
The mobile service unit is
well equipped with a range
of machines for manufacture
and repair/refurbishment of
a range of gasket types and
styles.

Spiral Wound Gaskets
Our skilled gasket technicians are able
to manufacture and repair a wide range
of spiral wound gaskets, utilising our
horizontal and vertical winding machines.
All material specifications will be
discussed with site prior to shutdown
to ensure availability of material.
Style “R”
We can manufacture 1/8 18mm-350mm
and 3/16 18mm-450mm gaskets in a wide
range of materials.
Style’s “CG” and “CGI”
(Sealing Element, Guide ring +Inner ring)
wind sealing element onto rings which
are suitable for re-use (upto 1.8m).
If the rings are unable to be reused our
technicians will co-ordinate with our
manufacturing facility for replacements.
Following our pre-assessment of your
requirements, we would also be able to
stock standard guide rings in a range of
materials.
Refurbishment of carrier rings can also be
carried out on the mobile service unit along
with replacement of the sealing element.
Welded bars
Our technicians are welder approved to
BS 4872-1 standard. We can add and
remove pass bars to any bar configuration
this includes solid, jacketed and kamm
pass bars.
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Soft Cut Gaskets
Full range of graphite, CNAF, PTFE based
and Thermiculite sheets are held in stock.
We can manufacture IBC and full faced
gaskets in a variety of thicknesses and
shapes.
We also have an extensive range of tools
which will enable us to produce a large
variety of designs and sizes, to meet your
heat exchanger requirements.
Kammprofile and MRG Gaskets
The mobile service unit has the capability
to refurbish the soft facings which often
get damaged during installation. If a new
Kammprofile or MRG is required our
technician can co-ordinate with our
manufacturing facility for replacements.
We can add and remove pass bars to any
bar configuration.
Metal Jacketed Gaskets
and Ring Type Joints
We can co-ordinate these via the
technician available on site. We are also
able to identify materials and undertake
inspection and dimensional checks.
Other
Flexitallic has the ability to add other
machinery if required.

For more details contact
your territory Sales Manager
or call +44 (0)1274 851 273
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